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Recent Progress in Piezo-Phototronic Effect Enhanced
Solar Cells
Laipan Zhu and Zhong Lin Wang*
(S–Q) limit) indicates that an ultimate
efficiency of 33.7% can be realized at an
optical absorption band edge of 1.34 eV
(Figure 1a).[3,4] However, on account of the
inefficient optical absorption and carrier
accumulation, the measured short circuit
current (Jsc) is much lower than the predicted value. The open circuit voltage (Voc)
is evidenced as well to be lower than the
S–Q limiting value due to recombination
mechanisms, such as Auger, interface/
surface, band tail recombination, etc.[5–7]
Moreover, because of the existence of
series and shunt resistances, the fill factor
(FF) will also be suppressed.[8] From the
above, for a given bandgap, the practical
efficiencies are usually significantly lower
than that obtained from the S–Q limit.
Light management and carrier management are two main approaches to promote
the performance of the solar cells (Figure 1b), for instance,
seeking for highly efficient light absorption materials, optimizing device structures, and even utilizing new photovoltaic
mechanisms.[4,9–11]
Recently, an increasing interest in piezotronics and piezophototronics accompanied by novel physical science and
unprecedented device applications has been sparked.[12–17] A
static force induced piezopotential in the wurtzite structured
crystal has appeared due to the lack of central symmetry. The
generation of piezopotential influences largely on the transport
of electrons and holes at the interface/junction, which can
find applications in flexible wearable devices, human interface
technologies, sensors, etc.[13] Coupling the light excitation, the
piezo-phototronic effect can also have a huge positive impact
on the optoelectronic devices, for example, optical sensors,[18,19]
light emitting diodes (LED),[20,21] photoelectric switches,[22] and
even spintronic devices.[23] Recently, numerous researchers
have demonstrated a strengthened performance of solar cells
with the help of piezo-phototronic effect.[14,24,25]
This paper gives a brief review of recent advances in
improved photovoltaic technologies via the piezo-phototronic
effect. First, the basic theory and working principles of the
effect to boost the performance of several typical solar cells
are presented. Then, the latest researches of piezo-phototronic
effect enhanced solar cells with different nanoscale dimensions
are reviewed from both theoretical and experimental aspects,
highlighting the advantages and scientific significances of
each approach. At last, a brief summary and some objective
perspectives are provided. This review not only wants to
present deliberately an extensive summary to the theoretical

For third generation semiconductors, for example, wurtzite ZnO and
GaN, a piezopotential will be induced in these non-centrosymmetric
structures through applying a stationery deformation. The synchronous
occupancy of semiconductor engineering, piezoelectric property, and optical
excitation processes in these materials brings about outstanding device
performances, such as promoting carrier creation, transfer, separation,
or suppressing carrier recombination. Enormous research interests have
been sparked in this emerging field known as the piezo-phototronic
effect. This manuscript reviews the fundamental research progress in
enhanced photovoltaic efficiency by this effect, which not only provides
a comprehensive coverage of the theoretical and experimental works
illustrating the basic physics for understanding the enhanced solar cells when
an external mechanical strain is applied, but also gives new insight into
designing high-performance solar cells.

1. Introduction
To cut carbon emissions and protect the atmospheric environment, fossil fuels are urgent to be replaced by renewable energy
technologies.[1,2] Among them, the photovoltaic (PV) technology
has caused widespread concern to become a green energy
source.[3–5] Conversion efficiency (η), the most important
parameter to evaluate a solar cell performance, represents how
much the incident solar power is converted into the maximum
output power. Recently, the calculated world record-efficiencies
regarding to different widely used PV technologies are
counted (Figure 1a). Theoretical analysis (Shockley–Queisser
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and experimental works in order to illustrate the basic physics
for understanding this effect enhanced PV performance, but
also lays a solid foundation for designing and fabricating future
advanced PV devices.

2. Theory of Piezo-Phototronics
2.1. Piezoelectricity, Piezopotential, and Piezo-Phototronics
One of the common characteristics of the third generation
semiconductors is that most of them have wurtzite structure. The breaking of cubic symmetry leads to new effects in
conjunction with conventional semiconductor physics. Here,
the wurtzite-structured ZnO is chosen as a typical example.
The hexagonal-structured wurtzite crystal usually possesses
a large anisotropic property. The lack of center symmetry in
the crystal gives rise to piezoelectricity. Simply, the centers of
positive Zn2+ cations and negative O2− anions are overlapped
with each other. Therefore, no polarization can be detected in
the crystal without applied strain. However, the two centers
shift reversely with a strain applied at the top of a tetrahedron, leading to a polarization (Figure 2a). Figure 2b shows
the perfectly aligned ZnO nanowires (NWs) grown through
solution processes. A macroscopic potential is induced by
a continuous overlay of the dipole polarization in the ZnO
crystal, which is the so-called piezopotential.[12,13,26] The inner
piezopotential keeps existence with the presence of stress,
because it is created by the ionic charges. The applied strain
and the doping density (i.e., the doping-induced carriers can
screen the piezoelectric charges) result in the magnitude of
the piezopotential.
A piezopotential distribution can be simulated regardless of the doping in ZnO NW.[27–29] As shown in Figure 2c,
an overall potential drop of ≈0.4 V is created with positive
potential at +c side (Figure 2c).[27] The introduction of this
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Figure 1. Comparison of different kinds of PV technologies. a) World record-efficiencies of different PV technologies compared to the theoretical S–Q
efficiency limit as a function of bandgap. b) Comparison of the ratio (Jsc/JSQ) versus (Voc × FF/VSQ × FF) for different kinds of record-efficiency cells.
The two arrows indicate how much a specific PV material needs to improve regarding to light management and carrier management. Colors with red,
green, and blue regions correspond to cells achieving <50%, 50%–75%, and >75% of their S–Q efficiency limit, respectively. Reproduced with permission.[4] Copyright 2016, AAAS.
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and an improved efficiency of InxGa1−xN quantum well solar
cell by an applied strain has indeed been observed.[38–42]

2.3. Piezo-Phototronic Effect on Metal–Semiconductor Contact

Figure 2. Piezopotential in wurtzite-structured ZnO nanowires.
a) Schematic illustrations of the cellular distribution in ZnO, where F and
P represent the applied stress and the induced electric dipole moment,
respectively. b) Highly aligned ZnO nanowire arrays. Reproduced with
permission.[14] Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH. c) Numerical piezopotential
distributed in a c-axis ZnO NW under a stretched (upper one) or
compressive (lower one) stress. Reproduced with permission.[27]
Copyright 2009, AIP.

piezoelectric potential along with the localized piezocharges
distributed around the junction is the core for the emergence of piezo-phototronics, which optimizes effectively
the optoelectronic properties of the PV materials. Hence,
this effect couples three issues involving piezoelectric property, semiconductor engineering, and optical triggering
process.[13,14]

2.2. Material Systems for Piezo-Phototronics
1D nanomaterials are perfect candidates for their good
mechanical endurance. ZnO, GaN, CdS nanowires/nanobelts
are potential candidates for piezo-phototronics. So far, a popularly used material is ZnO NWs, which can be grown through
a vapor-solid technology.[14,30] The hydrothermal method is
usually used to the preparation of ZnO NW arrays at less than
100 °C for several hours.
Recently, 2D MoS2 with single-atomic-layer has also manifested a piezoelectric property,[31] which reveals potential applications of 2D materials in powering nanodevices, wearable
devices, and tactile sensors. Thanks to the excellent photoelectric, piezoelectric, and mechanical performances, it can be used
for energy conversion and piezotronics,[31–33] and even for highperformance piezo-phototronic solar cells.[34]
Even in 3D bulk material grown with radio frequency (RF)
magnetron sputtering, the piezoelectric property was also
found, and the piezo-phototronic effect on a ZnO thin-filmbased ultraviolet detector has been investigated.[35] The enhancement in efficiency was also demonstrated in the ZnO thin filmbased PV systems.[36,37] Besides, thanks to the adjustable energy
band, InxGa1−xN is an appealing material for PV technology,
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1808214

Schottky barrier is derived from a contact between metal and
semiconductor, which possesses rectifier properties.[43,44] The
height of Schottky barrier is usually not depended on the difference of work functions between the semiconductor and
the metal.[44–48] For a semiconductor with good piezoelectric
property, thanks to the partial shielding of piezocharges, the
remnant piezocharges can affect tremendously the nature
of Schottky barrier. Due to the positive piezoelectric polarization under a tensile strain, the Schottky barrier height
(SBH) is decreased, and the space charge zone is compressed (Figure 3a).[13] On the contrary, an enhanced SBH
and a widened depletion region are appeared with negative
piezocharges at the interface (Figure 3b).[13] Hence, the electronic transport is effectively manipulated by piezoelectric
effect.[13,14]
When photons whose energy surpasses the bandgap of
the piezoelectric semiconductors irradiate on the metal–
semiconductor contact, photoinduced carriers are created at
the interface of the contact. The carriers are divided and gathered with the help of Schottky junction. Considering the case
of n-type piezoelectric semiconductor, if its c-axis is oriented to
the metal, positive piezocharges created under a tensile strain
will lower the band profile, which weakens the dissociation of
electron–hole pairs (Figure 3a). Hence, the entire accumulation
of carriers is impeded. On the contrary, negative piezocharges
caused under a compressive strain lift the band structure,
which enhances the dissociation, movement, and accumulation
of carriers (Figure 3b). While a dramatically lifted band when
further increasing the strain will produce another potential
barrier in valence band, which in turn inhibits the separation of
electron–hole pairs.[14,15]

2.4. Piezo-Phototronic Effect on p–n Junction
In a p–n junction with equilibrium state, an inner electric
field and a charge depletion zone are created at the interface
of the junction.[43] Considering a n-type piezoelectric semiconductor, the space charge zone can be tuned by the incompletely
screened piezocharges. For example, the band diagrams
for a heterojunction structure are depicted, as shown in
Figure 3c,d. The piezocharges distributed on the junction can
manipulate the configuration of the space charge zone. Positive
piezocharges under a tensile strain can lead to a narrowed and
moved space charge zone (Figure 3c).[49] The positive polarization charges lower the local energy band in the interface of the
heterojunction, which constrains the dissociation or transfer
of carriers. Conversely, negative piezocharges will make the
space charge zone broadened and move to the n-type semiconductor (Figure 3d).[49] A compressive stress results in a lifted
band configuration (Figure 3d),[14,50] leading to an enhanced
carrier driving force. Hence, the dissociation or transportation
of photoinduced carriers is strengthened.
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Figure 3. Schematic illustrations of energy band diagrams for the piezo-phototronic effect tuned M–S and p–n junction contacts. Enhanced
performance of a) a M–S Schottky and c) a p–n junction device under a tensile strain. Reduced performance of b) a metal–semiconductor Schottky
and d) a p–n junction device under a compressive strain. The color gradients illustrate the strain-induced piezopotential. Adapted with permission.[15]
Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group.

Here, J pn0 =

2.5. Basic Analysis Solutions for Piezo-Phototronic
Effect on Solar Cells
Piezoelectric and semiconductor principles are applied to present the basic characteristics of a PV device consisting of a
piezoelectric material.[43,51–53] The theoretic frame of piezophototronics is established below by bringing the fundamental
piezo-phototronic effect in PV devices. In a PV device, the
huge built-in electric field in the space charge zone can help
the dissociation of photoinduced carriers. The strain-induced
piezocharges can prominently manipulate the band configuration, leading to a better optimization to the creation, dissociation, and transportation of photoinduced carriers, and therefore
effectively regulate the PV characteristics.
The analysis results for ZnO piezoelectric p–n junction solar
cells have been obtained.[53] Given that the Jsc is stress free,[53,54]
the whole current density with piezoelectric polarization can be
expressed as
2
 q 2 ρpiezoWpiezo
 
 qV  
J = J pn 0 ⋅ exp −
 ⋅ exp   − 1 − J sc
 kT  
2kTε s

 

(1)

J pn
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is the density of the saturation

current, where EF0, Dn, np0 are the Fermi level without piezopotential, the electron diffusion coefficient, the electron
concentration under the case of heat equilibrium, respectively.[53]
 J sc

+ 1 .
J
 pn


Assuming J = 0, the Voc can be deduced as Voc = KT ⋅ ln 
q

For the case of a typical solar cell, where Jsc ≫ Jpn, it can then be
approximately expressed as
Voc ≈

 J  KT
KT
⋅ ln  sc  =
q
 J pn  q

2
  J  q 2 ρpiezoWpiezo


⋅ ln  sc +
2kTε s
  J pn0 


(3)

The Voc can be manipulated by the piezocharges created
through the strain. The utilization of piezoelectric effect is not
only suitable for 1D nano/microwire but also for 2D and even
thin film materials.
Similar analysis is available for a Schottky solar cell.
The saturation current density can be expressed as
2
 q 2 ρpiezoWpiezo

J MS = J MS0 ⋅ exp 
,
 2kTε s


where JMS0 denotes the case without

piezoelectric charges and is written as

where ρpiezo is the density of piezocharges, Wpiezo is the width of
the zone of the created piezocharges. Assuming that an abrupt
junction distributes in the p-type semiconductor, the density of
saturation current is written as
2
 q 2 ρpiezoWpiezo

= J pn0 ⋅ exp −

ε
2
kT


s

qDn n p0
E − E i 
⋅ exp  F0
 kT 
Ln

(2)

J MS0 =

q 2 Dn N c
kT

2qN D (ψbi0 − V ) 
 −qφBn0 

exp 

εs
kT 

(4)

where ψbi0 and φBn0 are the built-in potential and SBH, respectively.[53] Therefore, the open circuit voltage of the Schottky
solar cell is expressed as
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2
  J  q 2 ρpiezoWpiezo

⋅ ln  sc  −

2kTε s
  J MS0 


(5)

These basic analyses depict the fundamental physics to comprehend the enhanced PV properties by the piezo-phototronic
effect.[55]
All the above discussions are assumed that the Jsc has
no connection with the external strain.[34,53,56,57] Weakening
light reflection and enhancing light absorption are needed to
promote Jsc.[4] Luckily, nanostructure surfaces can validly reflect
and limit light.[58–60] Latest studies have evidenced that Jsc can
also be enhanced by piezo-phototronic effect through applying
an external strain on piezo-nanostructures.[40,61–64] Improving
the open circuit voltage needs detailed management to carrier
recombination. Piezo-phototronic effect has been proven to
have great potential to make the open circuit voltage improved.
No matter if the Jsc is invariable with respect to the external
strain, the Voc can be modulated. It would be desirable that both
Jsc and Voc could be improved, but the answer which factor is
dominant will depend on different material systems.

3. Theoretical Studies of Piezo-Phototronic
Effect on Solar Cells with Different Nanoscale
Dimensions
The following sections are some typical examples of theoretical
studies of piezo-phototronic effect enhanced solar cells with
different nanoscale dimensions. Although these solar cells are
designed under relatively ideal conditions (ignoring many practical problems), it can guide us to understand new physics in

these novel structures and present new ideas for high performance solar cells in the future.

3.1. Theoretical Studies of Piezo-Phototronic Effect Enhanced
Quantum Dot (QD) Solar Cells
Theoretically, the proposal of single-junction intermediate
band solar cells (IBSCs) offers a supplementary method for
PV devices.[38,42,65,66] Due to the presence of discrete electron states, QD materials create intermediate band (IB),
which provides three bands that are needed for an IBSC.[41]
Recently, Tang et al. studied theoretically the piezoelectric
field dependence of InGaN QD-based IBSCs.[41] As shown
in Figure 4a, they designed an InGaN QDIBSC structure,
which was supposed to be grown via a metal–organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) technique. Their calculation
based on k·p theory demonstrated that the optimal indium
compositions for the barrier and the QDs were 0.4 and 0.8,
respectively. And the height of QDs and the ratio of the QD
bottom width to the top width were assumed to be 3 nm and
1:4, respectively, which was actually easy to be realized by
MOCVD. As shown in Figure 4b, the piezoelectric fields can
further push up the efficiency limit. A tenperiods of InGaN
QD structure can enhance the conversion efficiency by 20%
thanks to the existence of piezoelectric fields. Moreover, an
optimal conversion efficiency of 46.0% was predicted with
the absence of piezoelectric fields, while it elevated to 55.4%
under a proper piezoelectric field. Figure 4c illustrated the
distribution of the electric fields under a compressive strain,
where the directions of piezoelectric fields in QDs were the
same as that of the built-in electric fields derived from the
p–n junction. Finally, an enhancement in builtin potential

Figure 4. InGaN-based QD-IBSC under the influence of piezoelectric fields. a) Structure diagram of the device. b) Conversion efficiency as a function
of number of QD layers with and without piezoelectric fields. c) The potential in the p–n junction of the InGaN-based QD-IBSC under a compressive
strain. d) The builtin potential in the QD-IBSC with the piezoelectric fields considered (the solid line) and not considered (the dashed line), respectively.
Reproduced with permission.[41] Copyright 2015, IOP.
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due to the stacked piezoelectric field was illustrated in
Figure 4d. This work gives great guidance to the optimization
of InGaN QD PV devices with an ultrahigh efficiency.

3.2. Theoretical Studies of Piezo-Phototronic Effect Enhanced
NW Solar Cells
Recent theoretical researches indicated that, compared with
thin films, NWs can bear greater lattice mismatch without
creating defects.[67–69] Theoretical analysis for comprehending
the behavior of the extensively used piezoelectric NW solar cells
is needed. In this section, we review two of the most successful
theoretical studies of the enhanced NW solar cells via a strain.

InAs/InP NW were exhibited in Figure 5a,b, which were alike
apart from a phase displacement of π/2. The strain was released
effectively by surface expanding at the end of the NW. But the
expanding effect influenced only on a small distance.
Figure 5c displayed the calculated surface piezoelectric
charge density at a terminal surface of the NW. The density was
negative on one terminal surface while positive on the other terminal surface, which diverged at the interface of the heterojunction with discontinuous relative dielectric constant. A piezopotential distributed at the cross profile of the InAs/InP NW was
calculated (Figure 5d). Figure 5e illustrated an emerging photovoltaic property due to the piezoelectric field. Figure 5f showed
a schematic diagram of applying piezoelectric core–shell NW
arrays to large-area solar cells, where the photoinduced carriers
were divided via the piezoelectric fields created under a strain.

3.2.1. InAs/InP Core/Shell NW Solar Cell
3.2.2. Graded InGaN Nanowire Solar Cells
Self-assembled NWs can be used in solar cells with high energy
conversion efficiency.[70,71] Core–shell structured NWs were
investigated previously as a good method in fabricating coaxial
homojunctions,[72] promoting the optical property of NWs,[73]
and optimizing energy gap via strain.[74] Lattice mismatch in
the core–shell NW results in a built-in electric field.[55] This
piezoelectric field is derived from the displacement of different
atomic layers along the axis, which is present in both blended
and wurtzite structures. In 2010, Boxberg et al. discovered in
theory a piezoelectric performance in self-assembled InAs/InP
NWs.[55] The theoretical values of εxx and εzz in an[110] oriented

A reversed surface polarity in p-InGaN was predicted for
In-rich cases, while the PV performance for In-rich InGaN
was usually high.[75] GaN/InGaN NW has demonstrated experimentally large dislocations and fractures with In component
more than 0.25.[76] Graded NW structure might be used to
decrease the inner strain, making it possible for higher In component.[77] Recently, Sarwar et al. found that the piezocharges
can affect an unintentionally doped (UID)-InxGa1−xN NW PV
device.[78] Strain distribution in space in the NW was reckoned.
A reduced performance of the PV device was demonstrated

Figure 5. Piezo-phototronic effect on the[110] oriented InAs/InP core/shell NW solar cell. a) Strain component εxx at an x–z cross-section. b) Strain
component εzz at an x–z cross-section. c) Surface charge density and d) piezopotential distribution in the core–shell NW. e) Schematic energy band
diagram of a NW photovoltaic device with piezoelectric field in NW as a driving force to separate the photoinduced carriers. f) Schematic PV device
using piezoelectric field. Reproduced with permission.[55] Copyright 2010, ACS.
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Figure 6. Piezoelectric effect on the graded InGaN NW solar cell. a) Schematic illustration of the structure of a graded InGaN NW. b) Distribution
(in %) of strain components (exx, eyy, and ezz) of a GaN/In0.3Ga0.7N NW solar cell. c) Equilibrium energy band diagrams of p-GaN/UID-graded-InGaN/
UID-In0.65Ga0.35N NW solar cell. d) Efficiency for different In composition of the graded NW solar cell. e) J–V and f) P–V characteristics of the graded
NW solar cell. Psp corresponds to the case of only considering the spontaneous polarization charges, while Psp + Ppz corresponds to the case of
considering both the spontaneous polarization and piezoelectric charges. Reproduced with permission.[78] Copyright 2012, AIP.

due to piezoelectric polarization. However, an introduction of
graded InGaN layer into the p-GaN/UID-InxGa1−xN made the
performance of the device enhancing from <1% to 21%.
A UID-InGaN layer with 50 nm in thickness was inserted into
the NW solar cell structure, as shown in Figure 6a. Spontaneous
piezocharges were spread mainly over the graded layer. The strain
distribution was calculated for the NW solar cell (Figure 6b). The
largest components of strain were 0.18%, 0.18%, and 0.48% for
exx, eyy, and ezz, respectively. Note that the entire largest component of strain was about six times less than that without the
graded layer for a particular In component. A fluent optical transition from p-GaN to UID graded InGaN in the band scheme
was sketched (Figure 6c). The In component dependence of the
efficiency was illustrated in Figure 6d. A 21% supreme efficiency
was obtained with In component of 65%. Piezoelectric charges
increased the open circuit voltage which further enhanced the
efficiency (see Figure 6e). The graded InGaN became p-type
because of the piezoelectric charges in the graded component
(Figure 6c). Piezoelectric charges boosted the inner electric field
within the graded layer (Figure 6c). Hence, the efficiency of the
PV device was enhanced. Figure 6f illustrated the voltage dependence of the power density in the graded PV device.

3.3. Theoretical Studies of Piezo-Phototronic Effect Enhanced
Solar Cells Based on 2D Transition-Metal Dichalcogenides
(TMDs)
2D TMD materials are fine candidates for designing flexible
energy conversion devices, thanks to their outstanding opto
electronic characteristics.[33,79–81] We take the monolayer MoS2
as an example. First, monolayer MoS2 within 1 nm can absorb
up to 5% incoming sunlight.[82] Second, it can bear a 11%

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1808214

in-plane mechanical strain.[83] Furthermore, it can be designed
to be stacked PV devices.[83] MoS2 has also been proven to be
a good piezoelectric semiconductor.[31,84,85] Hence, monolayer
MoS2 single junction flexible solar cell might be improved
effectively via piezo-phototronic effect.
Recently, a solar cell based on monolayer MoS2 was
studied theoretically, with a Schottky contact on the left side
(Figure 7a).[34] The piezocharges and piezopotential were
applied to elevate or reduce the height of the Schottky barrier,
as shown in Figure 7a,b. The modulation degree for the output
performance has been investigated, and the Voc was increased
by 5.8% under a 1% strain. This method offers an effective way
to optimize PV performances based on flexible 2D materials.

3.4. Theoretical Studies of Piezo-Phototronic Effect Enhanced
Thin-Film Solar Cells
Recent advances indicated the piezoelectric characteristics of
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite thin films.[86–89] Piezo-phototronic
effect enhanced CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite PV device was studied
at room temperature in theory.[57] The ionic dipoles of this
material were oriented in c-axis, and the piezoelectric modulus
in this direction had been demonstrated to be about 0.83 C m−2
in former study.[90] The thin film was sandwiched between CuI
and TiO2.[57] When a compressive or tensile strain was applied
on the device, the piezoelectric polarization charges were
induced on the upper and bottom surfaces of the perovskite
thin film. By designing the upper metal–semiconductor contact
(Au/CuI/CH3NH3PbI3) as Schottky barrier, the piezocharges
can modulate the barrier height.[57] A ratio indicating how
much the piezophototronic effect can affect the performance of
a PV device was written as[57]
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Figure 7. Monolayer MoS2 Schottky solar cell under different strains. a) Schematic structure and energy band diagrams of a monolayer MoS2 Schottky
solar cell under a compressive strain. b) Schematic structure and energy band diagrams of the monolayer MoS2 Schottky solar cell under a tensile
strain. c) Schematic components of the monolayer MoS2 Schottky solar cell. d) Relative current density and e) output power changing with the applied
voltage under different strains. f) Open circuit voltage and maximum output power changing with the applied strains. Reproduced with permission.[34]
Copyright 2017, Elsevier Ltd.
2
q 2 ρpiezoWpiezo
2kTε s
γ=
J 
ln  solar 
 J MS 

(6)

where JMS is the saturation current density at the metal–
semiconductor interface, Jsolar is the short circuit current
density, ρpiezo is the density of the piezocharges, Wpiezo is the
width of charge distribution, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the temperature, and εs is the dielectric constant. When Wpiezo
increases from 48 to 55 nm, the ratio γ was improved linearly
from −1.56% to 1.79%. The theoretical analysis provides a
future guidance for the design of perovskite solar cells with
enhanced performance by using piezo-phototronic effect.
Moreover, Kazazis et al. have studied theoretically the PV
properties in p–n and p–i–n GaN-based thin-film materials.[38]

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1808214

The beneficial manipulation of the piezocharges to the barrier
height and carrier accumulation was elaborated. Considering
a single p–n heterojunction, the efficiency was strengthened
all the time with indium molar fractions (MFs) increasing
to 0.5 under a consistent strain, which can be preserved
(with MFs < 0.4) in the face of a partly released strain.[38]

4. Experimental Studies of Piezo-Phototronic
Effect on Solar Cells with Different Nanoscale
Dimensions
Along with the theoretical studies, there is tremendous development in experimental studies. These experimental findings are in complete agreement with the above theoretical
analysis and have recently been demonstrated in various
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low-dimensional structures including quantum dots, nanowires, nanowire arrays, and even thin films.

4.1. Piezo-Phototronic Effect Enhanced QD Solar Cells (QDSCs)
4.1.1. ZnO-Porous P(VDF-TrFE)/PbS QDSC
Colloidal quantum dots have potential applications in PV
technology, due to its vast light absorption coefficient, tunable
bandgap, and better compliance with solution method.[91–94]
However, many intrinsic defects are presented in these
materials. The piezo-phototronic effect was proved to be
a recommendable approach to solve this problem.[14,50,95]
Recently, Cho et al. inserted a layer of porous piezoelectric
poly(vinylidenefluoride-trifluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE)) polymer
in the middle of n-ZnO and p-PbS, and the fabricated QDSCs
were sketched in Figure 8a.[95] The strain-induced piezopotential on P(VDF-TrFE) polymer modulated the performance of
QDSCs. An increased Jsc by 37% was obtained under strain
(Figure 8b). From Figure 8c,d, an applied compressive strain

created a piezopotential and modulated the depletion zone in
contrast to a QDSC without applied strain. As a result, carrier’s
dissociation and collection were elevated at the interface. Oppositely, carrier’s dissociation and collection were constrained
under a tensile strain (Figure 8e). This study shows a potential
application value of the piezo-phototronic effect in enhancing
flexible colloidal QD PV devices.

4.1.2. ZnO /PbS QDSC
Depletion-heterojunction QDSCs are also a potential PV technology.[96,97] In 2013, Wang and co-workers reported the investigation of optimized ZnO/PbS QDSCs by bringing piezocharges
in the heterojunction interface.[37] The efficiency of the QDSC
was strengthened from 3.1% to 4.0% under a 0.25% compressive strain, and a linear dependence of the efficiency on strain
was found. The strain-modulated J–V characteristics were displayed in Figure 9a. The same variation tendency for the Jsc and
efficiency was indicated with 0.51% and 0.55% change rate for
each 0.01% strain, respectively (Figure 9b). Positive piezocharges

Figure 8. Strain dependence of a flexible PbS QDSC. a) Schematic energy band structure and real photographs of the PbS QDSC. b) J–V characteristics
of the solar cell under strains; the upper left and the bottom right insets show an enlarged Jsc for different strains and the configuration of device used
for applying strain. c–e) Schematic diagrams indicating the modulated junctions by the piezopotential c) with no strain and under d) a compressive
and e) a tensile strain, where S.C.R. denotes the space charge region. Reproduced with permission.[95] Copyright 2018, WILEY-VCH.
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Figure 9. Piezo-phototronic effect on ZnO/PbS QDSC. a) J–V characteristics of a ZnO/PbS QDSC under different strains. b) Abstracted conversion efficiency and short circuit current changing with the applied strain. c,e) Schematic energy band diagrams of the QDSC with c) positive
and e) negative piezocharges distributed at the ZnO/PbS interface, respectively. d,f ) Schematic diagrams of the change of depletion regions
with d) positive and f ) negative piezocharges distributed at the ZnO/PbS interface, respectively. Reproduced with permission.[37] Copyright
2013, WILEY-VCH.

induced near the interface lowered the bands, and the charge
depletion region in the PbS QD layer was enlarged which was
helpful for separation of carriers (Figure 9c,d). At the same time,
a reduced space charge zone and lighter bending of band in ZnO
were presented. A schematic variation of the entire modified
space charge zone at the interface was exhibited in Figure 9d.
Reversely, the band offset was reduced and the space charge zone
in the PbS was shrinked when negative piezocharges appeared at
the interface (Figure 9e,f). Hence, the carrier separation was suppressed and a reduced PV efficiency was measured.

4.2. Piezo-Phototronic Effect Enhanced Single Nanowire
Solar Cells
Semiconductor nanowires possess great prospects for applications in PV devices, thanks to their better carrier collection, large
relative surface area, and better light trapping properties. And
the massive loss in efficiency due to surface/interface imperfection could be addressed using surface passivation technology
and p–n junction engineering.[98–102] Compared with Schottky/
nanowire photocell,[103] the heterojunction-based nanowire PVs
can be fabricated with a more suitable range of light absorption. Interestingly, the piezo-phototronic effect introduced by
applying an external deformation on piezoelectric semiconductor (like CdS, ZnO, and CdTe) can effectively promote the
performance of PVs. In this section, we will review three kinds
of solar cells based on single nanowire heterojunctions.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1808214

4.2.1. Cu2S/CdS Coaxial Single Nanowire Solar Cells
The complex preparation methods and high production costs
involved with chemical vapour deposition[104] or metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy[105] limit the extensive application
of coaxial NW. Luckily, the method of cation exchange reaction offers a simple and cheap way to fabricate high quality
heteroepitaxy nanostructures.[106,107] Pan et al. made a n-CdS/
p-Cu2S coaxial nanowire photovoltaic device using a cation
exchange reaction.[64,99] The wurzite-structured CdS has noncentral symmetry, revealing good piezoelectric property.[64,108]
The fabrication processes were displayed in Figure 10a. A
piezoelectric polarization was induced in CdS NW under an
applied strain, which has an intense enhancement to the carrier transport properties.
The improved device performance under strains was investigated. Configuration I with Cu2S distributed at the top section
(Figure 10b) was studied. A lowered barrier height was demonstrated under a compressive strain (Figure 10c). And an ISC
and a VOC of 0.25 nA and 0.26 V were created, respectively. The
strain-modulated I–V characteristics of the device were indicated in Figure 10d. A large enhancement in the performance
of this device was obtained, with a 32% enhancement of ISC
and a 10% increment of VOC (Figure 10e). Therefore, the overall
efficiency was promoted by 70% (Figure 10f). For the case of
configuration II with Cu2S distributed at the bottom section,
however, the ISC and the efficiency were weakened under a
compressive strain.
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Figure 10. Performance of the CdS/Cu2S coaxial NW solar cell modulated by the piezo-phototronic effect. a) Schematic fabrication processes of the
PV device. b) Schematically calculated piezopotential distribution with a compressive strain. c) The strain-modulated energy band diagram. d) I–V
curves of the solar cell under different compressive strain, where the inset denotes an optical micrograph of the solar cell. e) The VOC and ISC, and
f) the relative efficiency tuned by the strain. Reproduced with permission.[64] Copyright 2012, ACS.

4.2.2. P3HT/ZnO Single Nanowire Solar Cells
The polymer/inorganic semiconductor configuration is also
a potential PV technology with versatile and flexible applicability.[54,109–111] Yang et al. studied the strain-modulated solar
cell manufactured with poly(3-hexylthiophene) (p-P3HT) and
n-ZnO NW.[54] A piezopotential distributed along [0001] orientation was calculated in a single ZnO micro/nanowire
(Figure 11a,b). The tensile and compressive strains applied
on the ZnO wire (with 1 and 10 µm in diameter and length,
respectively) were 0.1% and −0.1%, respectively. The simulated piezopotential reached at 150 V, but in fact it should be
much smaller by reason of the screening effect because of the
free carriers.[112] The positive piezocharges under a compressive strain lowered the band structure at the interface, leading
to reduced ΔE and VOC (shown in Figure 11a,c). Reversely,
the negative piezocharges under tensile strains (Figure 11b)
lifted the energy band at the interface, giving rise to elevated
ΔE and VOC (Figure 11d). As a result, the PV performance
reduced/increased with elevated tensile/compressive strain
(Figure 11e,f).

4.2.3. ZnO/Perovskite Single Nanowire Heterojunction Solar Cells
The outstanding properties such as long lifetime, large diffusion length, and high mobility make perovskite materials
suitable for the utilization in solar cells, LED, photodetectors,
lasers, etc.[113–120] Recently, Hu et al. fabricated several ZnO/
CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells by selecting ZnO nanowire as an electron transport layer, and the modulation of performance by
introducing externally strains to the devices was studied.[63] For
a ZnO NW with [0001]-direction oriented toward perovskite, the
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VOC, ISC, and efficiency under a −0.8% strain were increased
by 25%, 629%, and 1280%, respectively. This enhanced performance was derived from the effectively tuned energy band
through piezoelectric charges and piezopotential near the interface of the ZnO/CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite. It is the first experimental demonstration of perovskite PV devices improved by the
piezo-phototronic effect.[63] This experimental work provides a
preferable approach for promoting the conversion efficiency of
perovskite-based solar cells.

4.3. Piezo-Phototronic Effect Enhanced Planar Solar Cells Based
on Nanowire Arrays
To enhance the density of photoinduced carriers, the
introduction of antireflective and light-trapping layers is
important.[60,121,122] Fortunately, nanowire arrays possess these
two properties,[58,59,123] which is also simple and cheap to be
fabricated compared with the vacuum-deposited technology.
Moreover, as an effective approach, the piezo-phototronic effect
has been extensively studied to improve the electrical transport
properties based on piezoelectric NWs PV devices. Here, we
will further review some kinds of planar solar cells based on
nanowire arrays.
4.3.1. p+-Si/p-Si/n+-Si/n-ZnO NW Array Solar Cells
In recent decades, the silicon-based solar cells have become
the mainstream in industrial community.[4,124,125] Recently,
we fabricated several monocrystalline silicon solar cells
(Figure 12a) with areas of 1 cm × 1 cm by using ion-implanted
technology, and we observed an increased efficiency thanks to
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Figure 11. Piezo-phototronic effect on P3HT/ZnO NW solar cell. a,b) Calculated piezopotential distributions in the compressed and stretched device
with [0001]-oriented ZnO NW. c) Schematic energy band diagram of the p–n junction with lowered band level and negative piezocharges at the space
charge region. d) Schematic energy band diagram with raised band level and positive piezocharges at the space charge region. e) Strain modulated I–V
characteristics of the solar cell. f) Strain modulated Isc and Voc of the solar cell. Reproduced with permission.[54] Copyright 2011, ACS.

the introduction of ZnO NW arrays.[62] The light absorption
was enhanced intensely by the ZnO NW arrays. We measured
the pressure-modulated J–V curves of the PV devices, as illustrated in Figure 12b,c. The detailed parameters as a function of
vertical pressure were plotted in Figure 12d,e. A simultaneous
increasing in the JSC, VOC, and FF with the increase of compressive pressure results in an improved efficiency from 8.97%
to 9.51%. However, the efficiency started to reduce with further
increasing the compressive pressure. On the other side, the
efficiency under the tensile pressure of 300 KPa was degraded
to 8.44%.
A good deal of photogenerated electrons were confined to the
middle of n+-Si due to a disgusting surface barrier resulted from
an ion implanted phosphorus ions. Figure 12f shows the schematic band structure. Under a compressive pressure, positive
piezoelectric charges were created and distributed at the n+-Si/
ZnO interface, lowering the surface barrier, therefore more electrons moved into n-ZnO (Figure 12g). The released electrons
led to an increase in JSC and VOC. In addition, FF enhanced due
to the weakened parasitic resistance. Therefore, the deduced
efficiency was enhanced (Figure 12e). Because of the screening
effect by free carriers, the variation of JSC, VOC, and FF was not
pretty distinct under the applied strains.[35,112,126] Whereas, the
slant energy band began to constrain the electron transport by
reasons of the increased piezopotential and the lowered potential well at the end of ZnO NW with an over 800 kPa pressure,
therefore the efficiency dropped down when further increasing
the pressure (Figure 12e). Conversely, negative piezocharges
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distributed at the bottom part of the ZnO NWs were created
under a tensile pressure, which raised the surface barrier at the
interface of n+-Si/n-ZnO (Figure 12h). As a result, the trapping
effect to photoinduced electrons was aggravated. Therefore, the
energy conversion efficiency was decreased when increasing
the tensile pressure (Figure 12e). Using optimal structures and
shapes of piezoelectric nanostructures in the future, there still
exists huge potential to further enhance the PV performance.
This work shows industrial application prospects of the piezophototronic effect in large-scale silicon-based solar cells.

4.3.2. CIGS/CdS/n-ZnO NW Array Solar Cells
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS)-based thin film has now been developed
into a promising material in flexible PV technology.[59,127,128]
Nevertheless, considering the high cost, there are urgent needs
to find new ways to promote the efficiency. A CIGS/CdS/nZnO thin-film PV device enhanced by the piezo-phototronic
effect thanks to ZnO thin film has been studied previously by
Zhu et al., but the enhancement was comparatively small.[129]
In recent work, ZnO nanowire arrays with better piezoelectric
property than ZnO thin films were applied to CIGS-based solar
cells.[61]
To explore in depth the physical mechanisms of the
enhanced PV performance, energy band diagrams tuned by
strain were illustrated (Figure 13a,b). When a compressive
strain was exerted, positive piezocharges were created at the
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Figure 12. Piezo-phototronic effect on a silicon-based NW array solar cell. a) Schematic structural composition of the ZnO NW decorated silicon-based
solar cell. b) Schematic illustration of the 3D force gauge used to supply vertical stress for the solar cell. c–e) Pressure modulated performances of the
solar cell. f–h) Schematic diagrams of the tuned energy bands of the silicon-based NW array solar cell f) under no pressure, g) under a compressive
pressure, and h) under a tensile pressure, respectively. Reproduced with permission.[62] Copyright 2017, ACS.

“diffusion region II,” which led to a reduced band barrier at the
ZnO/CdS interface, as shown in Figure 13a. Therefore, the dissociation of the carriers in the inner electric field was enhanced
effectively. Oppositely, the interface bands of ZnO were raised
up due to negative polarization charges when a tensile strain
was applied, resulting in a lifted band barrier, as shown in
Figure 13b. Finally, the JSC and power conversion efficiency
(PCE) were weakened.
The dependence of the PV parameters on the applied strain
were presented in Figure 13c,d. With the strain varying from
0.8% to −0.8%, the VOC and JSC had an increment of 3.56% and
18.12%, respectively, however the FF always remained around
51%. Thanks to the combined improvement of both the VOC
and the JSC, the PCE was enhanced effectively from 4.82% to
5.97% for an increment of 23.8%. This work demonstrates
clearly that the piezo-phototronic effect via simply exerting
force on ZnO nanowires can effectively be used for the CIGSbased flexible PV technology.[61]

4.3.3. n-ZnO/p-SnS Core–Shell NW Array Solar Cells
Due to the large effective surface area, strong charge collection
ability, and excellent light trapping properties,[100,101,130] solar
cells using core–shell NW arrays have become a big research
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area for improving the PV performances.[98,99] The core–shell
morphology can promote the collecting efficiency of free
charges by reasons of shortening the transport length of the
free carriers, and optimizing the optical absorption.[131] Zhu
et al. fabricated a n-ZnO/p-SnS core–shell NW array solar cell,
whose performance was proved to be elevated under a proper
strain. SnS is an ideal shell material with a suitable optical
bandgap for light absorption.[132] Similar study on a ZnO/
P3HT NW array solar cell improved by piezo-phototronic effect
through an oscillating acoustic vibration was also explored.[133]
Next, the device J–V characteristics modulated by bending
strain were investigated (Figure 14a). An opposite polarization distribution was illustrated for the two different bending
cases, as shown in Figure 14b. An enhanced performance
was revealed when a compressive strain was applied while
decreased for a tensile strain. Figure 14c,d showed the strain
dependence of JSC, VOC, and FF. The JSC reduced from 4.71 to
4.63 mA cm−2, and the VOC diminished from 0.58 to 0.51 V,
while the FF remained around 0.48 when the strain were tuned
from −0.88% to 0.88%. Therefore, a 8.3% enhancement in efficiency was observed with the compressive strain increasing
from 0% to −0.88% (see Figure 14b).
There were lifted energy bands in space charge zone due to
the compressive strain-induced negative piezocharges on the
upper end of ZnO, as denoted in Figure 14e1. This made the
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Figure 13. Piezo-phototronic effect on a flexible CIGS solar cell. a,b) Schematic structure and band diagrams under a) an upward bending and b) a
downward bending. c,d) External strain dependence of c) the PCE and fill factor, and d) the Voc and Jsc. Reproduced with permission.[61] Copyright 2018,
Elsevier Ltd.

photogenerated carriers separated easily by enlarging the width
of the depletion zone and the strength of the internal field. And
the piezopotential induced in ZnO NW was further worked to
drive the transport of electrons. Moreover, although there was
no piezoelectric charge at the side interface of ZnO/SnS core–
shell nanowire, the transport of the carriers was also enhanced
via the piezopotential presented in ZnO (Figure 14e2). Based on
these two mechanisms, the photoinduced current was lifted up
with an applied compressive strain.

4.4. Piezo-Phototronic Effect Enhanced Thin-Film Solar Cells
In recent years, bulk thin films with wurtzite structure
have also been proven to be good piezoelectric material systems.[36,66,129] Wen et al. has explored the piezo-phototronic
effect improved thin-film solar cells, where a n
ZnO film
was grown using RF magnetron sputtering and then a light
absorption layer p-P3HT was spin-coated on the n
ZnO
film.[36] An optimal enhanced performance on the PV device
was obtained under a 0.32% tensile strain.[36] In our previous
work, we also found a weakly enhanced performance of a
CIGS thin film solar cell by this effect, thanks to the ZnO
piezoelectric thin film deposited by RF sputtering.[129] Here,
we will review concretely a recent work on piezo-phototronic
effect enhanced PV device based on InGaN/GaN multiple
quantum wells (MQWs).[40]
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Figure 15 revealed the device performance under different
strains.[40] The current density was enhanced with the increase
of external applied strain (Figure 15a). From the P–V curves
(Figure 15b), the voltage corresponding to the maximum
power was almost the same, however the maximum power was
enhanced when raising the external strain. The JSC and the VOC
changing with the external strain were plotted (Figure 15c).
The VOC was almost invariant under different external strains
due to the unchanged quasi-Fermi level splitting. While the JSC
was increased obviously due to the elevated light absorption.
The maximum efficiency was promoted from 1.12% to 1.24%
for a 11% increment under a 0.134% compressive strain. From
Figure 15d, we can see that the FF reduced a little from 57.3%
to 56.7%. The efficiency began to fall off once the applied strain
reaching to 0.117% due to a stronger lattice scattering.
A symmetrically distributed pressure was applied on the
c-axis (Figure 15e). The external piezocharges under pressure
were created at the interfaces between the barriers and wells
(Figure 15f). These external piezocharges partially offset
the built-in charges generated due to lattice-mismatch.[134]
Furthermore, the carrier’s wave functions moved into the well.
Thus, increasing with the strain, the enhanced light absorption due to the stacking of wave functions resulted in much
more photogenerated carriers. This work reveals great scientific significances in the research of basical physics and industrial applications of solar cells based on III-nitride thin-film
semiconductors.
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Figure 14. Piezo-phototronic effect on a ZnO/SnS core–shell NW array solar cell. a) J–V characteristics of the strain-modulated solar cell.
b–d) Dependence of the PV parameters on bending strain. e) Schematic separation and transport (left side) of the photogenerated carriers in the core–
shell NW and modulated energy band diagrams (e1 and e2) under a compressive strain. Reproduced with permission.[132] Copyright 2017, WILEY-VCH.

5. Summary and Perspectives
In conclusion, the piezo-phototronic effect is a universal
effect that applies to a range of materials that are lacking of
centrosymmetry. This effect plays a unique role in the third
generation semiconductors. Here, the applications of the
piezo-phototronic effect in optimizing the performances of
various solar cells are reviewed. First, we introduce the basic
principles of this effect on PV devices in view of Schottky and
p–n junctions. Then, we review recent progress in this effect
enhanced PV technologies from both theory and experiment
aspects and from the perspective of different nanoscale dimensions of piezoelectric semiconductors. The description of the
effect offered in this review provides a new perspective on
promoting the performances of solar cells by simply applying
an external strain, which is very important for the development
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of QD-, NW-, NW array-, and thin film-based solar cells. For
low-efficiency solar cells with good flexibility, they have potential applications in curly buildings, flexible electronic devices,
flexible power sources, and so on.
As for the solar cell materials that do not have the piezoelectric property, a thin layer of transparent ZnO nanostructures can be grown on the top surface, using which, the
performance of the solar cell below can be tuned by the influence of the piezoelectric effect from the ZnO. Furthermore,
ZnO nanostructures can be easily grown in large quantities
with low-cost methods on any shape of substrate, showing great
biologically compatible and environmentally friendly properties. This gives a future perspective that we can rationally
introduce a thin layer of transparent piezoelectric ZnO nanostructures on the surface of solar cell materials, which not only
remains the original performance of the PV devices but also
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Figure 15. Piezo-phototronic effect enhanced InGaN/GaN MQW solar cell. a) J–V characteristics of the strain-modulated solar cell. b) P–V characteristics of the solar cell at different external strains. c) External strain dependence of the Jsc and the Voc. d) Strain dependence of the efficiency and the
fill factor . e) Calculated pressure distribution using COMSOL. f) Modulated energy band under a pressure. The solid line indicates the band with a
pressure. Reproduced with permission.[40] Copyright 2017, ACS.

enhances the device performances through a simple bending
or pressing. The common solar cell technologies in combination with the piezo-phototronic effect will give a new insight in
the progress of new generation PV technologies. Especially for
commercial solar cells (such as monocrystalline silicon, CIGS,
and perovskite), a little enhancement in the efficiency using
piezo-phototronic effect will have a big economic influence
and practical significance. High-efficiency piezoelectric solar
cells can seek out applications in large-scale energy converting
equipments for the national grid.
With the development of this piezoelectric effect on largescale PV materials, the piezo-phototronic effect elevated solar
cells can be put into use soon by advanced structure designs
and further improved material quality. In the fundamental
physical processes, only the structural, energetic, and dynamic
factors of the PV devices need to be considered. However, the
whole grand blueprint in the photovoltaic industry also needs to
balance many practical factors, such as the cost, device lifetime,
payback time, environmental impacts, and overall elemental
abundance.
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